
 

Weekly Overview Year 5 

Week Beginning: 20th November 2023 

Words of the week: 
We will be using the following words in our lessons this week: 

 Identity 

 Immediate(ly) 

 Individual 

 Interfere 

 Interrupt 

Maths: 
In Maths this week we will be learning about: 

 rounding to estimate answers 

 using the inverse operation to check our answers  

 revising the part whole model 

 practising multiplication and division facts for the 1-12 times tables 

Literacy: 
In Literacy this week we will be learning about: 

 understanding the concept of a dilemma and engaging with the dilemma in our 
story ‘Bling!’ 

 making links and connections with other stories 

 continuing to use brackets to show parenthesis 

Other: 
We will also be learning about: 

 Computing- using ciphers to include substitution ciphers and frequency analysis. 

 Science- explaining day and night and the apparent movement of the sun. 

 Geography- using four and six-figure grid references to locate places on a map. 

 DT- understanding how suspension bridges are able to span long distances. 

 P.E- copying and repeating movements in the style of rock ‘n’ roll. 

 R.E- understanding why the Gudwara is a special place in the Sikh community.   

 Music-  accompanying a piece of Jazz music including improvisation. 

 French-  taking part in a conversation asking for and giving opinions about 
different foods. 

 RSE – understanding similarities and differences between people’s identities, and 
how to show respect for these. 

Don’t forget it is PE day on Monday, children need to wear their PE kits to school on that 
day. 5 Oak will be swimming on Wednesday. Reading records will be checked on Fridays. 
There will need to be a minimum of three signatures a week.  

Contact: 
Year Group Leader : Miss Bradon  
5 Ash Class teacher: Miss Bradon/ Mrs McDonald 
5 Elm Class teacher: Miss Potter 
5 Oak Class teacher: Mrs Rahman 
If you wish to contact any of us please email the Year 5 mailbox 
year5@pfps.havering.sch.uk or alternatively call the school on 01708555186. 


